Late-night fire alarms pester students

By Heather Sealy
News Editor

At 3 a.m. most students would like to be sleeping, but for many last week that was not the case. A row of fire alarms kept students awake, especially those on the Quad.

According to Regina Lawson, the University Police chief, the athletic department has received a number of complaints about the fire alarms, particularly during the early hours of the morning. Early in the morning Sept. 25 within 25 minutes of each other, police officers in the Quad residence halls were called.

Lawson said that although they have no leads, the University Police are suspicious of “someone targeting the Circle.” This police think that the smoke detectors are not set to go off as a general precaution, but as a “security theory.” At this time, the police have no suspects.

“With the current situation, the police are not only suspicious, they are also under surveillance. By law, we are required to protect the public, and we are taking this situation very seriously,” Lawson said.

The police have been increased in the area around the residence halls, and they are now monitoring the smoke detectors closely.

At 3 a.m. most students would like to be sleeping, but for many that was not the case. The police department has received a number of complaints about the fire alarms, particularly during the early hours of the morning.

According to Regina Lawson, the University Police chief, the athletic department has received a number of complaints about the fire alarms, particularly during the early hours of the morning. Early in the morning Sept. 25 within 25 minutes of each other, police officers in the Quad residence halls were called.

Lawson said that although they have no leads, the University Police are suspicious of “someone targeting the Circle.” This police think that the smoke detectors are not set to go off as a general precaution, but as a “security theory.” At this time, the police have no suspects.

“We have had a lot of complaints about the smoke detectors going off at night. We are taking this situation very seriously,” Lawson said.

The police have been increased in the area around the residence halls, and they are now monitoring the smoke detectors closely.

By Heather Sealy
News Editor

University Police have no leads in theft from faculty offices

By Laura McCauley
 Ingram News Editor

Much to the anticipation of many males, the Playboy photo spread “Women of the ACC” arrived on campus Sept. 25 and was available for purchase.

Each year the magazine features a different college town in a 45-minute special conference. This year the Atlantic Coast Conference was featured.

Last spring Playboy photographer David Mincey interviewed 14 university girls who were interested in the photo shoot and was chosen right away.

Among the three girls chosen from the university was junior Emily Wade.

"I did all the photo shoots during that week," said Wade.

"It was something different to do," Wade said.

Lawson said there is no evidence to indicate whether a single person or someone working in conjunction with another person has committed the theft.
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Williams’ professor uses soap bubbles to explain mathematics and computer science

Frank Morgan, a mathematics professor from Williams College, engages the audience in a discussion of soap bubbles.

Image: Copyright Frank Morgan.

For more information, call Ext. 5708 or go to http://www.williams.edu/

Juniors, seniors can enter essay contest

Students enrolled full-time at St. John’s University in fall 1998 are eligible to submit an essay on civil rights in competition for the D.W. Wenzel Prize, which carries award amounts of $500 for the first prize, $200 for the second, and $150 for the third.

The best essay from the competition will be published in Otter Tail Review, a literary magazine published by the English Department.

Mathematics, science scholarships offered

The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation offers need-based scholarships to current college students and those interested in pursuing careers in mathematics, the physical sciences, engineering, and computer science.

Students are eligible to award scholarships once per year on a competitive basis, and students are not eligible for scholarships until their third year of undergraduate study.

Students will be reviewed by the Goldwater Scholarship Selection Committee.

Each school nominates one applicant for the award from each of the appropriate fields such as mathematics and computer science.

Applicants should submit their applications no later than December 1.

For more information, contact the Office of Financial Aid at the college.
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The Irish Festival is looking for students who are interested in participating in this year’s festival.

The weekend-long celebration includes a film festival, poetry readings, traditional Irish music, and the 9th annual Patrick’s Day celebration at Murphy’s. This year’s festival will be the 30th anniversary of the celebration of Irish culture.

The University Press is planning to hold an evening celebration of Irish culture in the fall.

Irish Festival looking for participants

In the Sept. 24 editorial “Have group’s united effort continue,” the Gay Straight Alliance (GSA) asked for support from the community.

Also in the Sept. 24 issue, the student newspaper carried an editorial calling for support for the group’s upcoming event.

The GSA has previously participated in the event.

Corrections
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Speaker recalls times uncovering neo-Nazis

By David Gartenstein-Ross and Nicole Yaron

Yaron Svoray said that he was the president of a movie of the month club and invited Svoray to accompany him. They went to a lodge hidden in the woods, full of men wearing Nazi uniforms. Each viewer paid nearly $20 to watch films, and Svoray consequently found himself in five different fights. He managed to put the group down on the screen. "There's a little in their blood, a sense that something is going to happen," Svoray said.

The screen showed five German men wearing an eight-year-old Jewish個, at all the Nazis in the room reacted to him. After the group, the men on the screen cut her throat. The Nazis stood up and screamed, "Sieg heil!"

Svoray said that he must have passed out in the middle of the film. "I was an absolute basket case. I couldn't think of anything more boring than listening to an old Jew telling stories about Hitler," he said.

So Svoray drove away, the Nazi must have realized that something was wrong, and fixed a machine gun on his car. Luckily, he didn't get away with it, so he was told.

Another time, Svoray was sitting in a bunch of neo-Nazis, thinking about being hit in the face. An old man stared at him intently from across the room, making him extremely uncomfortable. Svoray asked about the old guy and was told that he had been in the same hospital as she had been the previous year. "The old farmer must have mistook me for himself," Svoray said.

A group of people did it to another group of people. It's horrible; it should never happen again," Svoray said. "There is no healing. Healing is nonsense. It's not like some bump in history that we'll get over. We need to remember this."

"Oddly inspiring to see that someone could dedicate themselves so much and make a sacrifice for something that they believe in Germany," Svoray added.

"I have been brought in for questioning; not one German has gone to Hitler's birthday, providing up-to-date 500 pages of hits and 700 pages of documents to the media, the U.S. Congress and German police," Svoray said.

Svoray added that the publication of Hitler's Shadow, HBO produced a documentary of the same name based on Svoray's experiences.

"None of our German friends has been brought in for questioning; not one German has gone to Hitler's birthday," Svoray said.

"None of our German friends has been brought in for questioning; not one German has gone to Hitler's birthday," Svoray said. "For example, at one point he mentioned that a specific Nazi group had 1,820 members, a number that he had heard while among its ranks.

The authorities laughed and said that he was clearly wrong, since they had been tracking the group for a long time, and it had 4,510 members.

Svoray said that if he were to tell the German government that a group of bad guys with seven members must be stopped, he would probably be told, "No, there are only four. Leave them alone."

In response to a question about whether the Holocaust Museum provides the right kind of healing to the Holocaust, Svoray was skeptical.
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Books create conflict

TUCSON, Ariz. — Some teachers can tell only that they "write the book" on the course's subject matter.

But University of Arizona faculty and administrators disagree on whether professors should be allowed to profit from self-authored books they assign to classes.

In a random sampling of 11 UA departments, 2 books were assigned by the teachers who wrote them. In the history department, seven of 21 instructors put their own work on the required reading lists.

Although some professors profit from the use of their books, the faculty is split on whether the system, developed by UA President Robert Robbins, is acceptable for all and requires while he was teaching.

A sign for a pizza delivery car was imaged "in McWorld erodes the 'churches' of this global culture."

Barber prefaced his book by state that he is "a little kid in a little kid'sinciple community as a whole, rather than seen through the prism of its Nazi past."

Schroeder openly has asserted that Germany will remain steadfast to NATO and as a stronger European Union.

Congress passes legislation to improve financial aid for students

WASHINGTON — Students who have borrowed money to pay for college education will save a projected $7.5 billion this year, Congress reported, as "a bill that lowers the rates while raising the ceiling on loans." After years of debate.

President Clinton supports the bill and has personally signed it, yet another encouraging Congress to keep moving legislation to help the despairing students.

"Hello?" Sophomore Lauren Perkins checks on her cell phone in the walking exercises.

Benjamin Barber, the author of "McWorld," which won the 1989 National Book Critics Circle Award, said that he did not feel comfortable with it, "It's a sign of the era that we're in."

Barber felt he had to say that he was never going to write an article about or be seen through the prism of its Nazi past.

"I believe that people have the right to their own opinions, but I don't feel comfortable with it," Barber said. "I think that it's important to have a voice in the world, and I hope that people will take it seriously."
Barber prefaced his speech by saying that he intended to discuss globalization and diversity but rather the phenomenon of globalization acting to combat diversity. He explained that in his book, " Jihad Versus McWorld," the title of " McWorld" implies the world's new tribalism, and " McWorld" represents " an American push into the future that seems to demand a kind of uniformity and conformity, forces that press people together into one homogenous, cultural mass."

Barber said, the " forces of McWorld have come to dominate and undermine democracy is the very place where it was thought they would help it." He said that McWorld has come to dominate all functions attached to it. " Even when McWorld is opposed by Jihad, increasingly McWorld seems to triumph in appoint," Barber said by quoting " Look, today the same column that in one point were preaching the American code to Robert Mondau's 7 TV stations with The Simpson's playing." Barber said that the expansion of McWorld creates democracy because " It is not that democracy is. " Citizens to mere consumers. " Both are made up of people who are not so much..."

Benjamin Barber, the author of this book, said that globalization means that " McWorld" is an alternative to the phenomenon of globalization. Barber said that McWorld's tendency to destroy culture is conducive to its spread. He said that when the Coca-Cola Company wanted to expand into Asia, it faced competition from a previously existing soft drink, called " Asian tea. Barber said that the Coca-Cola report declared, " We must declare war on Indian tea."

Barber said that McWorld erodes democracy because " It transforms individuals from possessors to ensure our sensus view of economists hold. It is made up from thinking government can solve our problems to believing that we can offer an alternative to the war against the perils of globalization. In addition to indoctrinating consumers, Barber said, globalization through commercialism threatens cultural identity. " Unless we can offer an alternative to the global scale, globalization is increasingly likely to mean the sacrifice of multiculturalism and democracy to a consensus that takes away our freedom and our character," he said. He added that the Coca-Cola Company wanted to expand into Asia, and faced competition from a previously existing soft drink, called " Asian tea. Barber said that the Coca-Cola claim was, " We must declare war on Indian tea."

Barber said, " Not in the name of imperialism and colonialism," said Barber, " All they wanted to do was sell Coke."
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Barber said, the " forces of McWorld have come to dominate and undermine democracy is the very place where it was thought they would help it." He said that McWorld has come to dominate all functions attached to it. " Even when McWorld is opposed by Jihad, increasingly McWorld seems to triumph in appoint," Barber said by quoting " Look, today the same column that in one point were preaching the American code to Robert Mondau's 7 TV stations with The Simpson's playing." Barber said that the expansion of McWorld creates democracy because " It is not that democracy is. " Citizens to mere consumers. " Both are made up of people who are not so much..."
Group sponsors dinner for international students

By Prashnila Velke
Old Gold and Black Reporter

The banner of African drums filled the air of the Magnolia Room of Reynolds Hall Sept. 25, for the first formal International Students Organization event.

It opened with an announcement by Benjamin Okemoh, assistant professor of religion. "This dinner is a critical moment in the life of the institution, " he said.

This was the maiden presentation of the international student organization, renamed the National Students Organization, and it was attended by the majority of the university's international students and various faculty.

Ilesanmi, a Nigerian student at the university, recited a poem he used to sing at church in his youth. This poem spoke of togetherness and conveyed his experience coming from Nigeria as a young college student in Dallas. He said his experience was so positive he felt as if he were at home. He went on to quote Maya Angelou, "We must consider the experience of sharing one's experiences, so he in turn, shared a story about his son, Timothy.

A trip of three days, Gladding assisted in hosting the "City of Gold" school trip to Oxford, England. When he got back, he told about his trip to the audience in order to share this experience.

The next day, before Gladding left for work, he also came up with his son and handed him a few hours and told him the next time he goes to Calorata, he asked his son to go to the university. The evening closed with contemporary and blues music in the performance of junior Vasanthakumar Pal.

Many positive reflections were made about the event both by students and faculty.

"This is my 25th year here at Wake, and I have always felt that this is the only place I have ever felt at home," said a professor. "Our community as a whole is open to the diversity of culture." He concluded: "I am grateful and excited for the global community."

Mr. Westervelt said. "We have made our International Students Organization a reality, and I hope all students, whether international or American, will take advantage of this club, in order to discover and learn about people in our community as a whole to be exposed to the cultural diversity of the campus."

Brian Finney, a professor and the chairman of the committee on international education, was also among the speakers. "I hope everyone will be able to enjoy the diversity offered by the event."

An administrative review of the efficiency of the financial aid system was also among the speakers.

The University of Chicago has a system that is based on a "worst-case" scenario, in which the financial aid officer must calculate all financial aid that may be given, regardless of whether these students choose to accept it.

"We have to make sure that we are facing the same issues," said a professor.

In conclusion, it was decided that the diversity is a very important part of the university.
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Group educates students

PREPAR raises awareness through orientation, program

By Tim McPhail
Old Gold and Black Reporter

The Policy Reform for Rape Education, Prevention and Response (PREPAR) chapter here at U.S.M. has scheduled three sessions per night on several dates during the past few weeks. Senior Sarah Aitcheson, a co-chairwoman of PREPAR, said that the orientation sessions are held every year and are intended as an interactive way to initiate communication about rape issues. "It's our introduction to PREPAR, but more importantly it gets freshmen aware of rape issues on campus," she said. "This is important." One male and one female facilitator speak to a co-ed group of freshmen in each session and encourage discussion and reaction to the subject. Among topics covered in the orientation were education on issues, prevention strategies, and ways of reacting if rape was to occur.

Senior Sarab MacPhail, an English major and the chainwoman of politics, said the department is now taking additional safety steps with the magazine. "We are being much more careful in keeping doors locked and restricting access," Smith said. "Cable locks help prevent ThinkPads from being stolen in short-term situations," Lawson said. But, to her credit, for the consultation period, such as the weekend, she suggested keeping the company in a locked drawer or file cabinet and locking the office and the drawer with a padlock. Even keeping the ThinkPad in an unlocked drawer, she said, would make it less likely to be stolen. "The effects of Proposition 16, many more potential student athletes have been turned away," Lawson said. "Since the enactment of Proposition 16, many more potential student athletes have been turned away." More exceptions can be made for athletes who have learning disorders. "Yes, athletes get special consideration for the admissions process. We think that student will add a new dimension to the university," Ross said. "But we're very conscious of the impact of students who have not taken their SATs before arriving here. Four years definitely make a difference. There may have been some students who were not as academically inclined at the time, but it does make a difference for athletes in our system," he said.

Also, Westervelt said that just because these students were perceived to have a lower SAT score does not mean they actually took advantage of this offer. "But it comes over the entire dimension to NCAA requirements that are made for the learning disabled student athletes. The Division II Academic Requirements Committee devoted most of its recent meeting to developing a better understanding of learning disability issues as they apply to the current and emerging eligibility regulations," reported The NCAA News in its article "Division II Committee focuses training in learning disability issues."

The Division II Academic Requirements Committee had a meeting about its current eligi-
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Campus crime calls for retaliation

The campus has witnessed an unaccountable increase in the rate of crime since the beginning of the school year.

In the past couple weeks, three Thieves have been stolen from the department of politics and one has been stolen from the philosophy department. In addition many bikes have been stolen from the bicycle racks.

Although some of the offices were locked, others were left unlocked, making the campus more accessible to the thieves.

Police attribute the bike thefts to the relaxed security of bikes that are simply left unlocked.

It is true that students should invest in foolproof locks, just as professionals should ensure that their offices are locked when they leave, it is permissible for the students to ensure that their property is safe.

This calls for a change in the campus police policies. The administration should be responsible for this issue.

There is nothing more that the university can do to emphasize that stealing is unacceptable addition to what the university police already states on their website.

Although the only realistic solution to the problem at hand is for students and faculty to take the necessary steps to protect their belongings.

In June, the university computer network was locked out due to a malware attack. This is a prime example of why the university should invest in foolproof locks.
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Free speech doesn’t protect hate group

When in the course of human events it becomes necessary to think for themselves, the progressive hate organizations in the United States are not permitted to remain for the ether upon which our country was founded.

Just like the college students that need to be educated to the true meaning of hate, our society today.

We have no true ideas for the protection of our society, to be a part of the United States, to be a part of the United States, to be a part of the United States, to be a part of the United States.

In the case of our society, the truth is the only truth.

I am its voice oftruth, to the students that need to be educated to the true meaning of hate.

The University of West Florida, as a faculty member of the Counseling and Development Department, will continue to accept the truth.

When we accept the speech of a group, we accept the speech of a group, we accept the speech of a group.

In order to aid the student athlete’s academic progress.
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The Athletic Academic Services office provides tutoring and other services to encourage student athletes to succeed in the classroom and on the field.
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Underage drinking calls for new fix

Curb drinking on campus is no solution to perennial problem.

The happens when you make irresponsibility fashionable. An article "Higher Education Acts to curb drinking" in the October 7, 1998 issue of The Chronicle says that Congress is enacting new legislation to cut down on underage drinking on college campuses, especially binge drinking. This is a futile cause.

According to the article, the legislation is not derived from the "student body" that just pours their own money into everything that they can afford, or if they don't need to. They see the problem with drinking on college campuses but make no attempt to change their own behavior.

Instead, they drink. And I am not sure if their actions are because they are too young or too irresponsible. I know that a lot of us are brought up to live like "bad-boys". If there is a way to get to within drinking limits, I would prefer that everyone would do it as a community.

Moreover, the students live and are not untutored. I came to this school because when I got here three years ago I could not have a beer within a state of fraternity, and not have a drink in it. I know you were going to find people here, and you and also have to worry about getting in trouble rather than you are irresponsible. So, by respecting the facts that we are young and irresponsible, we can make sure that we are drinking with our own community at the university. As I see it, we have two choices: either we can make a personal commitment to llddress the problem or we can make a personal commitment to make the problem worse. And it is like a grandparent trying to tell a parent that he is not going to drink. It is important for students to be aware of the university's policies and regulations, as well as the personal responsibility of each student.

The university needs to combat destructive forces of Westboro Church group.

The need to use the university as a laboratory is not just for the destruction of Westboro Church group but also for the destruction of all the groups that try to get around the university's policies and regulations.

The ability of the university to stop a destructive force is not just for the Westboro Church group but also for any group that tries to get around the university's policies and regulations.
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Community should stand up to hate group.
Students without cars have many travel options

By Lindsay Dedo

So you don't have a car... With thousands of people coming from all over the United States to attend college, many people are left on campus without any form of transportation. Coming to an unfamiliar city makes it very difficult to get from one place to another and to discover the sights of the town. Not many people realize how many opportunities there are for travel in Winston-Salem. Not only is there a variety of options, but most of the rates are very handy to the college-aged pocket.

Transit Authority Bus: The Winston-Salem Transit Authority has a new Transportation Center located downtown on West Fifth Street. Also, a center is located in both North Liberty and North Trade Streets. Buses run every day from Monday through Saturday, with the exception of Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Good Friday, New Year's Day, Memorial Day, July 4, Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas Day.

Not only is there a schedule for Winston-Salem transit buses, but there is a schedule for the Student Shuttle Service. This service is free and can be accessed from anywhere on campus. To be picked up by the shuttle, dial 723-5065 (7435). It is available seven days a week, with the exception of holidays.

University Police: When the shuttles are not available, University Police offer an emergency service. This service is available at Ext. 33.

Calls made from the blue safety phones will be granted the priority.

"Emergency calls (759-9111 or calls directly from the emergency phones located in campus buildings will be given priority," reads 1998-99 Student Handbook.

Amtrak: There are also many opportunities available for easy travel outside of the immediate Winston-Salem area.

Amtrak, a passenger railroad company, has a connector train that leaves from the Salem train station on South Cherry Street every day.

"If you take the train from Winston-Salem to Greensboro, the trip will cost $30. If you take the train from Winston-Salem to Roanoke, the trip will cost $37.50. If you take the train from Winston-Salem to New York City, it's only $322.50," said the employee.

The company offers a discount available for students through the use of the Student Advantage Card. For $25 per year plus shipping and handling, this card allows college students to receive a 15 percent reduction from the regular ticket price.

"All rates are based on availability through the student Advantage Card," the employee said.

For details about all promotions, discounts and special locations in the United States and abroad, the Web page www4.ncsu.edu/wd/transport student的相关information.

Greyhound Bus Lines: Greyhound Bus Tours are widespread and economical, offering college students the perfect excuse for weekend travel or an occasional trip home. Greyhound, Blue Amtrak, and the Student Advantage Card, granting the traveler 15 percent off most expenses.

"We sell the cards for $32.50 and save 15 percent off all fares," a Greyhound employee said.

Road trip fans from Winston-Salem to Raleigh are $13 during the week and $20 on a weekend without the Student Advantage discount.

"Our week rate runs from Monday through Thursday and our weekend rate is Friday through Sunday," the employee said.

This company also holds a schedule for students at www.trailfinder.com, where students can plan a trip for the week or the month.

Greyhound Bus Lines are widespread, giving college students the perfect excuse for weekend travel or an occasional trip home. We sell tickets on schedule, fare, and special rates, dial 724-1260. For tickets, the phone number is 723-5065.

This is a private company, but there are those who use their services. Blue Amtrak is an excellent choice for students, offering a 50 percent reduced fare. For details, call 900-66-AMTRAK. To make reservations or look up rates and discounts to and from anywhere in the country that Amtrak reaches, call (900) 111-RAIL.

For details about all promotions, discounts and special locations in the United States and abroad, the Web page www4.ncsu.edu/wd/transport student的相关information.
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Sultans of swat saved baseball

By Paul Gupta
Sports Editor

Major League Baseball Commissioner Bud Selig and the rest of the sport-obsessed men who run and administrate this nation's pastime must be looking over their shoulders. Their fans have shown them that they can make a difference by filling the stands and driving up revenue. The era of the empty stadium is over. Selig and Yankees were greeted not by the smell of peanuts and hot dogs but by hordes of fans lining up outside of the gates and the smell of the grass. It seems that winning more of the green stuff, only makes them want to work even harder. It seems that winning more of the green stuff, only makes them want to work even harder.

They started the year by importing the best foreign athletes and then spent the rest of the year trying to make them better. It seems that winning more of the green stuff, only makes them want to work even harder.

Three-ranked team, ruling like giants as the same season where McGwire and Sosa hit 62 home runs each, we were greeted not by the smell of peanuts and hot dogs but by hordes of fans lining up outside of the gates and the smell of the grass. It seems that winning more of the green stuff, only makes them want to work even harder.

By Scott Payne
Assistance Managing Editor

Catching up with a trio of equally spectacular touchdown catchers, the Deacons' Kuklick completed 62.2 percent of his passes, which was the biggest race of Emily's career. It was the biggest race of Emily's career. We were looking for the most genuine athletes in the country. We were looking for the most genuine athletes in the country.

In the third quarter, senior quarterback Brian Kuklick threw for 251 yards and two scores in the Deacs' 29-19 victory over the Clemson Tigers last Saturday.

One week after a last-minute goal allowed freshman Mark Hake to lead the Deacons' defense to tie the game at 21, Kuklick continued his impressive performance, leading the Deacs to their season-opening win. The win, which was the biggest race of Emily's career, put the Deacs on the map.

Senior quarterback Brian Kuklick threw for 251 yards and two scores in the Deacs' 29-19 victory over the Clemson Tigers last Saturday.

Although the tournament wasn't all good, it was the biggest race of Emily's career. In the third quarter, senior quarterback Brian Kuklick threw for 251 yards and two scores in the Deacs' 29-19 victory over the Clemson Tigers last Saturday.

Although the tournament wasn't all good, it was the biggest race of Emily's career. In the third quarter, senior quarterback Brian Kuklick threw for 251 yards and two scores in the Deacs' 29-19 victory over the Clemson Tigers last Saturday.
Football moves forward in the face of adversity

The Demon Deacons defense is making progress and winning games despite the loss of three key players.

Senior defensive end Kevin Shackelford, backup safety Rachel Docimo, and junior defensive tackle Ben Kargbookorogie have been crucial to the team's success, making her the third assistant coach in the ACC.

Deac fans are happy with the game's performance, as they enter into the heart of their season.

Shackelford, who has been out due to an ankle injury, is unsure of exactly when he will return to full strength.

Kargbookorogie, who became the first true freshman to make an impact on the team this season, has been practicing with the team since being redshirted when he arrived.

Docimo, who moved from defensive end to defensive tackle, is currently ranked sixth in the country.

The Demon Deacons defeated Dartmouth, who had been ranked third in the country at the time.

Lancaster said, "We just had adefensive player who was able to Instinctively know what to do in the game with a 1-0 lead.

Sarah Senior Gsau, coming from an injury that sidelined her last year, is a true freshman who made an impact on the team this season.

The Demon Deacons have lost four times this decade, but they have been on a hot streak, winning their last three games.

We want to score a goal in the first half and make a statement to their opponents.

Tourney

Continued From B1

"Against Wake Forest, we didn't even play our best soccer," said Lonteen. "That's really encouraging for our team.

The victory marked the first time a Demon Deacons soccer team has competed in a national championship, and the team is excited to compete at the next level.

Lonteen said, "We just had adefensive player who was able to Instinctively know what to do in the game with a 1-0 lead."

Soccer spikes two ACC foes

By Vanessa R. Gerard

Old Gold and Black Reporter

As ACC play began this past weekend, the Demon Deacons were ranked in the top three of their conference. In order to become more competitive improvements, they need to improve their offensive and defensive game.

Deacons and Flames were tough, but the Demon Deacons managed to win both games.

Soccer season is off to a strong start, with the team looking to build on their success.

Field hockey's streak ended by Terps, 1-0

By Steve Lentz

Old Gold and Black Reporter

The Demon Deacons women's soccer team had a great season, finishing with a record of 12-3 and an ACC all-conference record.

The Terps scored the game's first goal on an opportunity to score in the 18th minute.

The Demon Deacons looked to keep their season alive, but were unable to get a goal.

Well ahead of their opponents, they needed to improve their offensive and defensive game.

The Demon Deacons fell on a double-figures, and new school records were set.

The Deacons were not successful in their first game.
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Deacons attempt history-making third win in a row against App. St.

By Scott Payne

Associate Managing Editor

The Deacons return home this weekend to face the visiting Mountaineers from Appalachian State Oct. 3. Under the lights of Groves Stadium looking for their third win in a row, a feat the Deacons have not been able to pull off in the Caldwell regime.

The Mountaineers come to town having won their first three games of the season, with victories over Liberty, East Tennessee State and The Citadel. The game, the Deacons' Homecoming, will be the 20th meeting between the two schools, with the Deacons holding the series lead 13-7. However, in the past few meetings the games have been nailbiters, much to the chagrin of the Deacon faithful, with 13 of the 19 games being decided by a touchdown or less.

In their previous meeting in 1996 the Deacons pulled out a 19-12 win, but in 1993 the Mountaineers shocked the Deacs with a 24-22 upset.

"Our games with Appalachian State have been remarkably close in the past and we anticipate another great game right now, says Caldwell. "Obviously, they come into the game underminded and are playing well and with a great deal of confidence," Caldwell said.

In 1993 Caldwell coached the first career victory for the Demon head man with a 20-13 victory over the Mountaineers and bores a career mark of 3-1 against them in his six years at the helm of the Demon Deacon program.

Wake Forest
Demon Deacons

Appalachian State
Mountaineers

Series History: Wake Forest leads 13-5-1

Last Meeting: Wake Forest 19, Appalachian State 13 (09/29/96)

The Demon Deacons are 1-2 this season after an upset loss to Campbell in their opener and a win over Furman. Wake Forest is coming off its first road loss of the season the Demon Deacons dropped a 20-10 decision at Duke in their game last week.
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PLAYBOY’s
GIRLS OF THE A.C.C.
FEATURED IN THE
NOVEMBER PLAYBOY
ON SALE NOW
ASK PLAYBOY'S GIRLS OF THE A.C.C. TO AUTOGRAPH YOUR NOVEMBER PLAYBOY
K & S NEWS • 1113 SILAS CREEK PKWY • WINSTON-SALEM
Thursday, October 8, Noon - 2:00 pm
K & S NEWS • THRUWAY SHOPPING CENTER • WINSTON-SALEM
Thursday, October 8, 4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
WALDENBOOKS • HANES MALL • 3320 SILAS CREEK PKWY • WINSTON-SALEM
Friday, October 9, Noon - 2:00 pm
WOODY’S SPORTS TAVERN • 8322 CHAPEL HILL RD • CARY
Friday, October 9, 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

America Charters, LTD.
THE OFFICIAL WAKE FOREST MOTOR COACH COMPANY IS OFFERING GREAT RATES FOR:
*Ski Trips
*Sorority
*Fraternity Parties
*Sports Trips
*Historical Trips
*Spring Break Vacations

We offer complete tour packages!
(Hotels, Tickets, Entertainment)

Book Your Bus Early For Spring & Ski Vacations!

$5.00 Pitchers of Bud Light

America Charters, LTD.
3636 Glenn Ave.
Winston-Salem, NC 27105
(336) 767-1511

Ramada Plaza Hotel
3050 University Parkway
Winston-Salem

This Week's Games
Duke / Georgia Tech
Tennessee / Auburn
Penn St. / Ohio St.
N. Carolina / Clemson
Florida / Alabama
W. Virginia / Navy
Wisconsin / Indiana
Kentucky / Arkansas
Army / ECU
Nebraska / Oklahoma

The Crosby Sports Pub

Featuring Greg's
rare and hard to find beer
agents and exotic beers
Agents of Good
Through Beer

Courtes of Mike's

Moe.

Perform

By Leonard Cohen
For anyone who
failed and to laugh
producing a classic

Theater's Revol

From Sept. 23 to today, theater will
lively and captivate
The Munchkins
The play, which is
rather Huerta as 79
prize Randall, Ch
Vanderpool, is
formed and excret

Mo
I'm afraid to mention the entertainment to your table, or you might get a cheap meal!

The true show-stopper is freshman George J. Kayalias who is hilarious as the young, simple-minded Barnaby. From the moment he opens his mouth, it becomes impossible not to laugh.

Performances punctuate this production of Wilder's show.
Nadas performs at Ziggy’s with Life in General

By Polymenia Viteri

Covering Music

I will undoubtedly risk some backlash for this statement, but in general I’ve never understood the appeal of Nadas. I’ve never had a hint of a so-called “following” such as the one Nadas has. The only reason I know of for this is Nadas being a member of The Eira. Therefore I was more than a little surprised to find myself at Ziggy’s when the club played host to alumnus James Lawrence and his band, Life in General, with opener Nadas Sept. 25. The performance brought a small group of fans from the university and beyond to a night of diverse musical genres and the fascinating talents of both bands.

Nadas, the MD-based opening band, was well received by the audience. Its songs were a fascinating mix of rock with some strands of folk and other various styles of music. With the use of mainly acoustic guitars in front of a traditional rhythm section, Nadas evoked a sort of downplayed sweetness in its music. It is the type of band you’d imagine being played as an opening set before any radio station in the country. Near the end of the set, the band played a marquis-inspired piece designed specially for the Spanish names of the band. Before he started the song, the vocalist recounted the band’s experiences with people coming out to watch Nadas to be a Latin oriented band only to be disappointed. Although currently re Gratis, the sound of the band’s music and the other genres of music quite well.

After a short break between bands, Life in General took to the stage. On the road promoting their recently released double disk live album, “No Need to be Lonely,” Life in General played a set of songs from their latest album. A true Warner/Skeleton band, Life in General seemed happy to be playing in front of the crowd at Ziggy’s. The reactions of those watching the show were also positive, and the band put on as good a show as possible.

The percussion talents of Levasseur seemed to come mostly from his affinity with different percussion instruments. Throughout its long set, the band mainly played songs from its second album, one such as “Don’t Go Away” and “Change.” Several songs on their new album have never been recorded on the studio, but can be found on the band’s new CD. The band even played a quite consistent “The Diamonds” to show off their flexibility as a band.

The crowd without a doubt sincerely enjoyed the talents of both Nadas and Life in General with reason. The bands both showcased their live shows very well through almost constant touring. Life in General, at least, performs at Ziggy’s quite often, so not assured them will be plenty of chances to see this band in the future.

Jerry Chapman and James Lawrence, members of Life in General, performed at Ziggy’s Sept. 25 with Breuer.

Calendar

ON CAMPUS

Comedy

Jim Breuer. Fresh from Saturday Night Live and MTV, Breuer brings his stand-up act to campus. Where: 9 p.m. Oct. 15
Where: Chapel Information: Info: $13

Exhibits

American Abstract Art of the 1960s and 1970s. This collection, owned by Donald Nichols, consists of works by William Menking, Peter Voulkos, George Woods and Martin Puryear. Where: Maya Museum. Information: Info: Free

Lecture

The Art of Shakespeare’s Sonnets. Lecture honors the bard’s birthday at Harvard University and a poetry club, will share our knowledge of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Where: 4 p.m. Oct. 10
Where: Maya Museum. Information: Info: Free

Tiaa-Cref winner

Isabel Smith, a student at the University of Virginia, was named a 2001 TIAA-CREF winner. The contest, organized by the University of Virginia, asked students to write essays on financial topics. Smith, a senior in the College of Arts and Sciences, wrote an essay on the topic of saving for retirement. She received a $15,000 scholarship and a trip to New York City to attend a financial planning seminar and meet with TIAA-CREF officials. The contest, which was open to all students enrolled at the University of Virginia, had 7,000 entrants. The 10 finalists were announced in March and the winners were announced in April.

Recently Morningstar called us cheap.
It’s not every day you get a compliment like that.

A financial services company operating in Europe and over the Internet, TIAA-CREF, says it is the only financial services company that offers a “customized” financial portfolio, which is tailored to meet your specific investment needs. The company says it is the only financial services company that offers a “customized” financial portfolio, which is tailored to meet your specific investment needs. The company says it is the only financial services company that offers a “customized” financial portfolio, which is tailored to meet your specific investment needs.

Visit us on the internet at www.tiaa.org

Ensuring the future for those who shape it.

Consider...

Are you looking for a challenging career opportunity with the number one property and casualty insurer in the world? Then State Farm wants you to meet us at our Information Session.

We will be on campus, Tuesday, October 6th at 5:30pm in the Oak Room at Reynolds Hall. Come hear Wake Forest alumni talk about their State Farm experiences.

Consider State Farm!
Do you need more reasons to consider a career at State Farm?
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Superdrag and Sloan share Ziggy's stage

By Pollyanna Ede
Contributing reviewer

Superdrag was in fine form as he posed for many photographs. Schumann's Ward crowd was small at this night show, both bands and Knoxville's played great sets with songs ranging from their earliest releases to their most recent albums. Talents in a double-headline show. Although the heavily Beatles' influenced 1996 release, song by Chris Murphy was easily laughed off and to Another. Feeling relaxed and the atmosphere was very casual; arrangement, the crowd felt obliged to call out a few hour-long favorites, and a few songs found their way onto the translates into a wonderful live set. Whereas most bands primarily of songs from the most recent album, a high number of songs on Sloan's set were from previous and other albums giving the audience a full range into the energy you'd expect from this upbeat band.

Sloan band members Chris Murphy, Patrick Pentland and Jay Ferguson perform songs from some of their band's earlier album releases Sept. 27 at Ziggy's.

Schumann's Ward
By Ken Perkins and Matt Nimchek

THEY'RE FUNNY, too.

GRAPHIC ON JOHN SCHUMANN
(RIGHT) VIA DEAN "DOGG" MCKEE

It's not how fast you go, it's how you get there.

The new album featuring "Stranger Than Fiction.

Standing & Seating Available

TRY OUR NEW PIZZA BAKED SPAGHETTI

It's a tantalizing taste in 1 deep dish! Imagine, spaghetti with hearty pizza sauce, topped with melted cheddar and pepperoni, then pan fried to perfection. Only $3.95 with any two brochettos and soft drink refill when you dine in.

Superdrag

Superdrag... The band not only to show off different sides of its musical ability, but also to show the audience to hear and be enjoying themselves and the excitement of the crowd. Part of means Sloan is unique is that all four members are songwriters, guitarists, bassists and percussionists; this adds a few twists to the live show. Throughout the set, band members switched instruments and vocal duties. This method allowed the band to play three shows on different sides of its repertoire. One highlight was when Ferguson took over lead vocals for "Love You Almost," an intelligent song about love and break ups that is a recurring theme in the band's other personal lyrics. The set closed with the first single off of at Ziggy's and the band's first Top ten Canadian single, "Money City Maniacs." When they ended, the crowd erupted in thunderous applause. But there would be no time for an encore after Murphy said into the microphone, "You role about being the opening band is that you are a very special occasion to encourage more local interventions to encourage all four, and the audience to keep their eyes open for something new."
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